
Literary ElementsLiterary ElementsLiterary ElementsLiterary Elements
are essential pieces to a 

well-written story.



GenreGenreGenreGenre
A division or type of 

literature.

Fiction

Non-fiction

Biography

Mystery



PlotPlotPlotPlot
The pattern of action within 

the story.

Introduction

Climax

Conclusion



IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction
The setting, characters, and 
conflicts are introduced.



Rising ActionRising ActionRising ActionRising Action
Hints of foreshadowing and 

suspense are seen.



ClimaxClimaxClimaxClimax
The turning or high point in 

the story.



Falling ActionFalling ActionFalling ActionFalling Action
A solution of the conflict.



ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion
The final phase of the plot 
where all the loose ends are 

tied up. 



SettingSettingSettingSetting
The time and place in which 

the story occurs.



MoodMoodMoodMood
The emotional state of a 

story.



ConflictConflictConflictConflict
A fight, struggle, or 
problem presented.

Man vs. 

Himself

Man vs. 

Man

Man vs. 

Abstract Forces



ThemeThemeThemeTheme
The deeper meaning or the 

insight into life.

“Things are not always as they “Things are not always as they “Things are not always as they “Things are not always as they 

appear.”appear.”appear.”appear.”

“What goes around, comes “What goes around, comes “What goes around, comes “What goes around, comes 

around.”around.”around.”around.”



NarratorNarratorNarratorNarrator
The character who is telling 

the story.



DialogueDialogueDialogueDialogue
A conversation between 

characters.



CharacterizationCharacterizationCharacterizationCharacterization
To describe particular 
qualities in a character. 

Friendly, Positive

Upset, Distraught 



ProtagonistProtagonistProtagonistProtagonist
The leading or main 

character.



AntagonistAntagonistAntagonistAntagonist
The opponent of the main 

character.



Dynamic CharacterDynamic CharacterDynamic CharacterDynamic Character
A character who changes 

within a story.



Static CharacterStatic CharacterStatic CharacterStatic Character
A character who does not

change.



MotivationMotivationMotivationMotivation
Reason that explains a 
character’s thoughts, 

feelings, actions, or speech.



FlashbackFlashbackFlashbackFlashback
Part of the story that relives 

past events.



ForeshadowingForeshadowingForeshadowingForeshadowing
Hinting at something that 
will happen later in the 

story.



SymbolSymbolSymbolSymbol
Anything that stands for or 
represents something else.

Hope Love



Point of ViewPoint of ViewPoint of ViewPoint of View
How readers “see” the 

story.



IronyIronyIronyIrony
An outcome that is opposite
from what is expected.

The reader does not The reader does not The reader does not The reader does not 
expect Laurie to be expect Laurie to be expect Laurie to be expect Laurie to be 
CharlesCharlesCharlesCharles---- in fact, it is in fact, it is in fact, it is in fact, it is 
the exact opposite of the exact opposite of the exact opposite of the exact opposite of 
what we expected.what we expected.what we expected.what we expected.



What’s next?What’s next?What’s next?What’s next?
Now that you have reviewed 
the literary elements, complete 

the following activity:
1.Take out 20 index cards.

2.Write the literary element and a 

personalized picture on one side.

3. Write the definition and an example 

on the other side of the index card.


